
Tribute to the Pipeline Builders

Only 100 will be produced 
Centennial Classic Arms

Toll Free 1-888-527-7832
Order Online or see our full

collection of Oil & Gas Guns at
www.centennialclassicarms.com

$1595

Special Edition Marlin 1895G  Lever Action 45-70
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Fine Heirloom Firearms
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Layaways Available

Presentation Forearm

Reverse Forearm

Reverse Buttstock

Presentation Buttstock

Fighting some of the harshest conditions, Pipeline builders have struggled to
build the pipelines that transport natural gas and crude oil to market.  With 
temperatures reaching well above 100 degrees in the summer, and 30 below in 
the winter, heavy equipment operators, welders, machinests  and pipeline crews
struggle to lay the infrastructure that will make America energy independent.   
This gun is to honor those hard working people who toil 365 days a year to build
Americas pipelines.

Only 100 numbered guns plus a proof Tribute to the Pipeline  Builders will be produced.  
They are offered on a first come - first served basis.  You will have the opportunity to select the 
number of your choice if available.  This is a unique opportunity to own what will surely become
a cherished piece of your family history that you, (and your children or grandchildren) can display
with pride.  These are memorable gifts that demonstrate to someone that they are a remarkable and 
important part or your life or business.

Join us at Centennial Classic Arms as we pay tribute to the hard working Pipeline Builders .  Our Special 
Edition Marlin 1895G in caliber 45-70 serves as a proud symbol of your history and heritage.  Each fully 
functioning firearm is numbered and is intricately laser engraved on the forearms and buttstock.  The gun
will be shipped to the firearms dealer of you choice for transfer.
 


